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Bio-Intensive Gardening

Julian F. Gonsalves
The contribution of home-gardens or
backyard gardens to household and
thereby national food security has
often gone unnoticed by policy
makers and economists.
Unfortunately, even international,
multilateral and bilateral aid
organizations, NGO's and
governments have, at least in this
past decade, tended to neglect this
sector.
If one compares their level of funding
support in the 1980's to that in the
seventies, a low priority for gardens is
evident. One reason may be the
disillusion of these groups in the
validity or relevance of home garden
production in achieving household food
security. Another reason might be the
fact that the implementation of most
garden efforts have not been sustained
in the long run. A careful analysis of
past efforts does indicate thatthe
technology packages promoted tended
to be based on the provision of seeds
(usually western and commercial and
often directly imported), chemical
fertilizer and pesticides and even tools.
The focus tended to be more on the
material inputs than on the sharing of
information or knowledge on gardening
techniques. The success of such
gardens, being linked to the infusion of
external material inputs, therefore
lasted only as long as the supply of
these inputs was guaranteed. The
suspension of funding inevitably led to
the demise of the activity. It is within
this context that an alternative strateclv
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Figure 1. Bed preparation for a Bio-Intensive Garden
for household level food production
was developed, using lrmited garden
space and locally available materials.
However, special emphasls on
knowledge-intensive methods and the
sharing of these improved low-cost and
ecologically sound technologies,
referred to as the Bio-Intensive
Gardening (BIG) approach.
The Bio-intensive approach is a
biological or organic (as opposed to
chemical-based) form of agriculture in
which a small area is intensively

cultivated, using natural ingredients to
rebuild and then maintain the soil's
productivity. At the heart of the
approach is the effort to improve the
soil's capability to nurture and sustain
soil and plant life.
One of the first significant efforts to
promote the Bio-intensive approach
through slte-research and publications
was that of John Jeavons of Ecology
Action, in California. What follows is the
author's efforts over the past 12 years
to apply and test those concepts and
then d e v e l o ~additional o ~ t i o n sand
technology iransfer stratdgies for
tropical conditions, given the
limitations posed by the realities of
working with poor, third world village
communities.
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Bed Preparation
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"After all, food is the most basic of basic essentials" (Photo: Julian Gonsalves).
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The Bio-intensive approach is initially
more labour intensive than
conventional approaches and is
therefore best suited to small-scale,
family centered food production in
urban or rural settings. The main
characteristic is the preparation of
deep dug (12-24" depth) narrow and
raised beds. Such beds are considered
permanent and are expected to be used
throughout the year. Initially, it takes
2-8 hours (depending on the method
chosen) to prepare a standard plot of
25 ft. x 4 ft. The plots may be doubledug (i.e. 24") and while this is
undoubtedly the most productive and
appropriate way, it is less preferred by
peasants who have not yet experienced
the virtues of double-d~gging.

The more popular plot preparation
method among current adaptors was
developed by the farmers together with
the IlRR team in the Philippines and is
a single-dug, raised, narrow plot, only
about 12-14" deep using standard
digging procedures (Fig.1) and making
use of locally available materials. The
plots however are located in a
permanent site with fixed pathways to
eliminate stepping on the plots once
they are dug. Of critical importance is
the need to keep the plot constantly
covered with crops or, if no water is
ava~lableduring some part of the year,
to maintain a 4-6" thick layer of dry
strawlgrass or other mulch materials.
In the humid tropics, if this method is
followed, after a relatively higher
labour input one can begin to practice
minimum tillage within a single season.
Bed Fertilization
Every bio-intensive gardener attempts
to maximize the use of plant and
animal residues and wastes. In an
attempt to put back into the soil much of
what comes out of it, material is
recycled back into the soil through
compost, green leaf manure, ashes,
etc. To each plot of 100 sq. feet 8 cubic
feet of decomposed manure or compost
or green leaf manure
(Green leaf manure as used in
Bio-intensive gardens consists of
leaves of any leguminous tree/
shrublannual.)
or mudpress (by-product of sugar mills)
is given. If the soil is exceptionally poor
or sandy three times that quantity is
recommended (only) the first time the
bed is prepared.

Other materials required (per 100 sq.
ft.) in the approach recommended by
llRR are 2 Ibs. wood ash, 2 Ibs. bone
meal (only if it is available), 2 Ibs. of
either dried fish meal or dried leaves of
any leguminous tree such as
Flamengia, Calliandra C., Leucaena
leucocephala or Gliricidia and 2 Ibs. of
eggshells or seashells. Because of the
high degree of humidity and the high
temperature, these soil amendments
are mixed into the top six inches (not
shallower) of the soil and the
plantslseeds are sown.
For areas where no compost or manure
is available, green leaf manuring is
recommended. This option based on a
alley-cropp~ngmodel (Fig. 2) proved to
be an adequate alternative. The
alternate rows of fast growing
leguminous trees planted every 4-5
meters with two plots between them,
have been found effective. However,
the trees may be cut half a meter above
ground level 3-4 times a year (each
cutting should yield 10 kgs./row of
green leaves) but only when the trees
are at least one year old. Ash,
eggshells, fish mealldried leaves as
explained earlier are added. However,
such plots can not be sown until 2
weeks after the materials are
incorporated into the soil.
Crop rotation and diversity
The bio-intensive gardens, as
promoted by IIRR, emphasize the
importance of relying primarily (for at
least 7 out of 10 varieties used) on

indigenous varieties. Imported,
improved varieties are used only if they
have been in use in the area for 10
years, without the aid of heavy
chemical inputs. This has been one key
to explaining the success of the BIG
programme in the Philippines,
compared to previous efforts of the
author in India and Tanzania. What's
more important, it serves to
demonstrate a tangible way of
conserving seeds that the otherwise
important seminars on genetic
resources cannot ensure!!
Seeds that perform reasonably well
under adverse conditions (e.g. cowpea
or leafy amaranth from a previous
season that continues to survive
through the long summer) are of
potential value. Other vegetables might
not produce large, individual fruits but
may be prolific and may yield produce
over a longer period. Others are insect
tolerant because of their hairy
structures on leaf surfaces, etc.
A typical garden (Fig.3, photo) has four
different crops per plot (legume, fruits,
leafy and root). However, in practice
gardeners tend to reduce this to 1-2
crops because of practical
considerations. But diversity is an
important factor in reducing the insect
threat. This is achieved through relay
cropping, intercropping and other
mixed cropping systems preferred by
gardeners. However, crop rotation
(growing a different crops on the same
spot after each other) is considered
critical.
The plots are intensively sown, so that
when the plants are fully grown, the
soil is kept completely covered by the
plant canopy, thereby eliminating
weeds and reducing water evaporation
from plot surfaces. To avoid weed
growth and water losses when the
plants are still young, the space in
between is covered with an inch thick
layer of dry mulch (e.g. straw).
Additionally, the breakdown of this
mulch contributes humus to the soil
nurturing soil life. The soil

temperatures are reduced by 5 - 10 C
and this in turn preserves microbial life
and slows down the "burning,, of
organic matter which is a serious
problem in the hot, humid tropics.
Where summer seasons are harsh, a
drought tolerant cover-crop is sown
between the stubbles of the previous
crop, without redigging the plot as
such. In the humid tropics such as the
Philippines, Dolichos lab-lab (Hyacinth
bean) and Rice Bean have been found
especially useful as a soil cover and
green manure source. The seeds
(soaked for 12 hrs) are immediately
sown between the trash of the previous
crop.
Pest Control
The use of predominantly indigenous
or acclimatized varieties of vegetables,
crop diversity, and good soil /water
conditions result in little or no pest
problems. However, virus in tomatoes,
beetles on cucurblts and the moths on
cabbage have been a regular problem
without the use of some natural
pesticides. No soil borne diseases such
as Nematodes or Root rot have been
experienced on the plots now used for
4 112 years. For commercial gardens,
growing leafy vegetables under a
screen-netting system has made it
possible to raise lettuce, Chinese
cabbage, and other leafy vegetables
without any natural or other sprays
even in the summer (the net cuts down
solar radiation). In the rainy season the
net retains crop quality by protecting
the plants from rain impact. The
screens are placed onto the plots
immediately upon transplanting
seedlings and they are left there until
harvest time 3-6 weeks later.
Use of liquid fertilizer
A major adaptation in IIRR's approach
to BIG is the promotion and use of
liquid fertilizer made from plant or
animal wastes. 30-50 kgs. of weeds and
manure is placed in a bag in a 50
gallon drum and the drum is filled with
water. Three weeks later one part of
the solution can be mixed with 4 parts
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Figure 2. Integrated Alley Cropping Bio-Intensive Garden. Some potential tree
hedgerow species: Cajanus cajan, Gliricidia sepium, Leucaena luecocephala,
Sesbania grandiflora, Calliandra calothyrsus, Flemengia species.
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of water and be used to fertilize the soil
around plants. Experiments and lab
analysis at llRR showed that if the
leaves of Leucaena leucocephala or
Gliricidia sepium (or better both) are
placed in the bag, the nutrient
contribution is greater than with l i q u ~ d
fertilizer from animal manure. L i q u ~ d
fertilizer IS of critical importance in the
rainy season because of the constant
leaching of nutrients (chemical or
natural) from the bed. The impact is
greatest on plants of 40 days and
younger and liquid fertilization may be
a p p l ~ e devery ten days, starting when
transplanting.
Lessons in implementation

We all ought to know that a technology
IS l ~ k e
any tool. It's the way In which it
is used that is going to make the
difference to humanity. There are
currently over 20,000 bio-intensive
garden plots all over the Phillpplnes as
a result of the traininglpromotlon of
llRR through special programme
thrusts. UNICEF, the Department of
Agriculture and the Department of
Education, Culture and Sports of the
government of the Philipp~nesare
involved in what I S becoming referred
to in a popular way as Famlly Food
Production through BIG. People have
adopted the slogan "Think BIG ... A
quick summary of important lessons
reads as follows:
1. In the development of the technology,
a phase of 12-14 months is important to
refine and verify technologies, combine
indigenous concepts and develop
flexibility in the technology itself.

p r e r e q u ~ s ~ tUnfortunately,
e.
it was not
easy to convince certain agencies of
the importance of this. In the province
of Negros Occidental "Garden,, figures
in 1987 were almost t w ~ c eas good as
that in 1988 because one o r two
agencies assumed that after training,
their job had finished. Within months
those who had no follow-up, abandoned
their plots. Training is not an end in
itself. It is the b e g i n n ~ n gof the
commitment, which we belleve ought to
last for 12-18 months and should
involve vislts, refresher trainings and
trouble shooting.
6. It IS risky to rely on a a n g l e agency.
IIRR's first training in Negros
Occidental involved all agencies
operating in the province. Food security
is the concern of all development
agencies. If the technology is indeed
appropriate and lends itself to
spontaneous diffusion, then the role of
a specialized agency is reduced.
Promotion of such technologies is not
the monopoly of a s ~ n g l eagency. The
subsequent trouble shooting and
remedial technical support and training
can then be relegated to a specialized
group such as the Department of
Agriculture. But p r o m o t ~ o nis the
responsiblllty of all rural agencies.
After all, food is the most basic of basic
essent~als.

References and publlcatlons of llRR
Bio-Intensive Approach to Small-Scale
Household Food Production (US$
3 00lk1t)The k ~provldes
t
an overvlew of
the baslc technical concepts of BIG
- Regenerative Agricultural Technolog~es
(US$ 7 001k1t)The k ~deals
t
wlth a wlde
range of low-cost and susta~nable
technologies It can be used as a
tralnors k ~ t
- Rural Reconstruction Review (US$ 2 00)
Thls annual journal alms to dlssemlnate
rural reconstruction phllosophles,
strategles, techn~quesand results
- How to grow more vegetables (than you
ever thought posslble on less land than
you ever can ~maglne)by John Jeavons
US$ 11 95 Available from Ecology
Actlon. 5798 R~dgewoodRoad, W ~ l l ~ t s ,
CA 95490. U S A
-
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Project highl~ghts
*

Since the middle of 1988 the BIG
program has been adopted by the
department of Education, Culture
and Sports (DECS) for nationwide
introduct~onin all schools In the
Philippines.

I

' UNICEF is

promoting BIG as t h e ~ r
approach to Famlly Food
Production in six of the most
depressed provinces of the
Philippines

'An Information k ~on
t BIO-Intensive
Gardening IS in use by the
Department of Agriculture
(Agriculture In Training Institute)
nationwide.

Julian F. Gonsalves
llRR
S ~ l a n gCavite
.
Philipp~nes

A single provlnce such as Negros
Occidental has 14,000 plots since
1988 wlth gardens In all 36
munlc~palities.

2. Advocacy of family food production
and specifically of the technology
(which undoubtedly goes against some
of what is taught in Agriculture
colleges) is critical at the National and
Provincial levels among agency heads
in order to ensure that moral/
programme support is forthcom~ngfor
low-level technology dissemination.
Suchaudiencescan b e e x p o s e d t o o n e
day "Appreciation sessions,,.

I

Adaptions in Tha~land,India and
lndonesla have been tested.

3. Technical and programme leaders
on the municipal/distr~ctlevel need to
be exposed to a longer (3-4 days) skills
tralnlng. llRR has lnslsted that at least
60% of the t ~ m eshould be devoted to
pract~cums.No technology component
however s ~ m p l e IS
. left to a classroom
treatment. Everything needs to be
subjected to a hands-on treatment if
proper transfer of skills is r e q u ~ r e d .
Moreover, ~thas been found that the
people tend to train others in the way
they themselves were trained!!
4. Training materials are a special
feature. A loose leaf collection of single
page, single concept leaflets was
developed and given to each t r a ~ n e eto
ensure that a check on Information
quality (technically speak~ng)is
maintained while always assuming that
some m o d ~ f i c a t ~ o n
will
s inevitably be
made by the gardeners. Options are
provided rather than a rigid set of
steps.
5. A one year period of follow-up was a
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TOTAL AREA : 400 -500 sq. ff. (37-46 sq. m.)
OUTPUT: 3 6 Ibs. (1.3- 2.7 kg.) per doy for 300 doys

-

Figure 3. Layout for a small-scale, household level, vegetable production plot
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